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A tennis prodigy leads his handsome tennis club to victory at the national tournament.Four-time
consecutive U.S. Junior tournament champ Ryoma Echizen comes to Seishun Academy to
further his reign as The Prince of Tennis. His skill is matched only by his attitude--irking some but
impressing all as he leads his team to the Nationals and beyond!The quest continues for the
gritty players at Seishun Academy. With their sights dead-set on making it all the way to the
Nationals, they must outclass every team that stands in their way. Next up is Fudomine, a group
of belligerent players who were disqualified from the rookie games last year due to a tournament
fracas. Tempers flare and talents soar when the battle begins with the very first serve. It might
take more than "Tsubame Gaeshi" to secure this victory!

About the AuthorTakeshi Konomi exploded onto the manga scene with the incredible The Prince
of Tennis. His refined art style and sleek character designs proved popular with Weekly Shonen
Jump readers, and The Prince of Tennis became the number one sports manga in Japan almost
overnight. Its cast of fascinating male tennis players attracted legions of female readers even
though it was originally intended to be a boys' comic. The manga continues to be a success in
Japan and has inspired a hit anime series, as well as several video games and mountains of
merchandise.
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rola, “Nice my son like it. Nice book”

Jiayue, “Five Stars. I love it, it is so good for people to have fun with English!”

North-man, “Great.. I am happy with my purchase.”

The book by Takeshi Konomi has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 35 people have provided feedback.
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